04 dodge ram fuse box problems

So how do you find out what problems are occurring? Any duplicates or errors? It's not us.
Don't waste your time wasting ours! If you are interested in advertising a for-profit service,
contact us. Find something helpful? Spread the word. Share on Facebook Retweet this page
Email this page. Add Complaint. The contact owns a Dodge Ram The contact stated that the
front driver's side door would not unlock for the driver to enter the vehicle. The electronic
remote lock was not functioning. The contact attempted to manually open the door with the key,
but the key failed to turn and unlock the door. In order to enter the vehicle, the driver had to
enter through the rear door and climb over to reach the front driver's seat. The dealer and
manufacturer had not been contacted. The vehicle was not diagnosed or repaired. The VIN was
not available. The failure mileage was , This has happened since I have owned it. It keeps doing
it to this day. You could be driving the truck at low speed and high speeds when it does it the
germlin dash shake. I have taken it to the dealer nurmious times and they said there's nothing
wrong with it. But yet you look at all the Dodge forums and everyone that's owns a to Dodge
Ram cummins or this has happened to them. What happens if the gauges cause the truck to
shut down at a high rate of speed? I have looked over all the recalls and think a investagation
should be done on this. I currently only have , miles on my ! Dodge Ram Like I said this has
gone on since April of and to this day still does it. Like I said I have taken it to the dealer
nurmious times and they said nothing is wrong and no they say they can fix it for a large
amount of money since it's not covered under warranty. While operating the vehicle, both the
high beam and low beam headlights would not illuminate. Also, the rear driver's side window
would not operate due to damaged electrical wires located in the driver side door panel. The
contact indicated that the wires became damaged by opening and closing the doors. In addition,
while at a stop light, the vehicle momentarily experienced unintended acceleration. The cause of
the failures was not diagnosed. The vehicle was not repaired. The local dealer jerry wood Dodge
in salisbury, nc and the manufacturer were notified of the failures. Search CarComplaints. The
contact stated that the vehicle was turned off, but the engine continued to run without the key in
the ignition. The contact had to disconnect the battery cable to prevent the failure. In addition,
the contact smelled fumes of burning wire. The vehicle was inspected by a mechanic who
diagnosed that there was a short with the wiring and the control box associated with the fuses.
The dealer stated that the part was on a national back order. The contact was unable to
determine when the vehicle would be repaired. The manufacturer was notified of the failure. The
failure mileage was not available. The contact stated that there was a failure with the control
module associated with the trailer wiring short circuiting. The failure prevented the trailer from
being hauled. The contact smelled a strong odor of burning wires. The dealer indicated that
there was a national back order for the part, which was more than eight months ago. I
subsequently received a telephone call from dealership stating vehicle was ready to be picked
up. Upon taking possession of the truck I was advised by phil service tech that reflash was
preformed and additional updates were programmed into the ECU. Prior to leaving location, I
was advised there were no problems encountered during the ECU reflash. On June 11, , I began
driving the truck per in accordance with General Motors "drive cycle" procedures.
Approximately 10 minutes into driving vehicle, the heating element warning indicator light
illuminated in the dash while the seat belt chime sounded simultaneously. On June 21, , I spoke
to phil autonation Dodge service tech who explained no work had been done to identify and
correct the problem since June, As of the submission of this complaint, I have not received
telephone call back from Dodge. Furthermore, Dodge refuses to repair a problem they caused
and is refusing to look for an alternate solution to repair damage they caused. On this model, as
well as others within a close date range, the forward control module FCM shuts off the
headlights if it recognizes any disruption in current or ground. This has happened to me about 4
times in the last year and causes a safety concern as the only thing I can do is turn on my
brights, which in turn blinds other drivers. The module is located outboard of the fuse box,
located above driver side wheel well in the engine compartment. There is no variable as to when
it happens, sometimes while in motion, sometimes while stationary. The contact owns a Ram
Dodge The contact was driving 35 mph when the vehicle became resistant to acceleration. The
vehicle was taken to a dealer where it was diagnosed that the battery acid corroded the cable
that ran from the pedal to the control box. The cable was replaced and the vehicle was repaired.
The contact added a plastic cover between the battery and the cable. The manufacturer was not
notified. The approximate failure mileage was 55, Without the clutch being engaged the truck
will start. This is improper and will allow the truck to be started while in gear, allowing unwanted
movement forwards or backwards Driving westbound on M46 during dusk, headlights were on,
suddenly I was being signaled my high beams were on. I stopped at a nearby gas station to
check out what was going on and all of my lights had failed. Closer inspection revealed the
totally integrated power module had failed without warning. Problem 1 the engine has a exhaust

manifold leak. This is due to Dodge using inadequate bolts on the head and the bolts broke. The
removal of the exhaust manifold requires the bolts to be drilled and tapped out. Dodge should
have corrected this problem but would not. Problem 2 the vehicle leaks profusely in the cab.
Ever since I bought this vehicle the cab has leaked. It leaks under the rear seat and it leaks from
the front visor as well. I have tried to seal with rtv since Dodge could never fix the problem. It
still leaks. Problem 3 the passenger front window works intermittently at best. Problem 4 the
rear doors will not release the child lock function. I have tried numerous times but apparently
the switch in the door does not work. The drivers door lock actuator malfunctioned in the
locked position and the key could not unlock the door. Without your key fob you are locked out
of your car! This could be a safety issue. You can not turn on left turn signal without the right
signal coming on too. To make a right turn you need to keep pressing on right turn signal to
keep it blinking. I see many other owners with same problem. This is an accident waiting to
happen!!!!!!!!!! My Dodge Ram does not have working running lights. I cannot safely drive the
vehicle at night. The part is, and has been, on national back order for a very long time. The lack
of improper or non-working lights poses a safety issue. The non availability of parts makes a
perfectly good vehicle non-drivable. Horn goes off randomly at all speeds. Not what you are
looking for? Search for something else:. A popular standard and aftermarket option on the
Dodge Ram , the keyless entry system allows easy controlling of the car's doors, locks, trunk,
panic alarm and often its automatic starting. The controllers for the Dodge Ram can stop
working if too old or handled too roughly, but the problems can easily be fixed with a simple
troubleshoot. Programming the keyless entry remote on your Dodge Ram will allow you to
bypass the fee of getting it fixed by a mechanic. Insert your Dodge Ram key into your car's
ignition and click the key to the "On" position. Turn the dome light in your truck on and off three
times in quick succession. Turn your key in the ignition back to the "Off" position. Complete
Steps 2 through 4 within five seconds. Remove your key from your Dodge Ram 's ignition and
test the remote to see if the troubleshooting was successful. Matthew Fortuna is a full-time
freelance writer with a journalism degree from Wayne State University, living in the Detroit
metropolitan area. Step 1 Enter your Dodge Ram , and close the doors and trunk of your vehicle.
Step 2 Insert your Dodge Ram key into your car's ignition and click the key to the "On" position.
Step 3 Turn the dome light in your truck on and off three times in quick succession. Step 4 Turn
your key in the ignition back to the "Off" position. Writer Bio Matthew Fortuna is a full-time
freelance writer with a journalism degree from Wayne State University, living in the Detroit
metropolitan area. Dodge Ram owners have reported 18 problems related to fuses and circuit
breaker under the electrical system category. The most recently reported issues are listed
below. Tl the contact owns a Dodge Ram While driving various speeds, the low beam headlights
became inoperable. The vehicle was taken to an unknown dealer where it was diagnosed that
the fuse panel needed to be replaced. The vehicle was not repaired. The manufacturer was
made aware of the failure. The failure mileage was , See all problems of the Dodge Ram The
contact owns a Dodge Ram The contact stated that the engine stalled without warning. Shortly
before the failure, the tail lights failed to illuminate properly. The tail lights would illuminate off
and on periodically. The contact took the vehicle to an independent mechanic who stated that
the fuse box failed and needed to be replaced. The failure mileage was 90, The contact was
driving 45 mph when the driver's side low beam headlight failed to illuminate properly. The
vehicle was taken to the dealer where the dealer confirmed that there was a short in the fuse
box. The manufacturer was contacted but the vehicle was not repaired. The failure and the
current mileages were , While driving 75 mph, the instrument panel and exterior lights flickered
on and off and then dimmed completely. As of September 19, , the dealer had not inspected the
vehicle. The contact inspected the vehicle and stated that the fuse box melted, which be
believed was the cause of the failure. The failure mileage was , and current mileage was , Hazard
flashers working correctly. Problem still exist. I am an automotive engineer that specializes in
automotive fire analysis. I received this case file. The vehicle is a Dodge mega cab 4x4 diesel
unit. The vehicle was brand new with less than 1, miles. The owner took it to a friend's house,
parked it in driveway. Several minutes later a neighbor noticed smoke coming from the vehicle.
It eventually erupted into flames that caught part of the house on fire. I have traced the failure to
a defect from within the power distribution module and battery positive feed for the same. The
vehicle was taken to the service dealer, and a computer diagnostic identified a failure to the
condenser fan relay, due to an undersized fuse. A technical service bulletin, o, was issued by
the manufacturer, which stated the fuse was not large enough and the condenser fan needed to
be replaced. The manufacturer was contacted. Upon inspection the dealership found the power
distribution center and the fcm part aea failed. There was a power surge through the parts that
caused the fuses to be blown. An independent repair shop replaced the power distribution
center and the fcm. Abs control module is protected by a 40 amp fuse. A 10 GA. Wire comes out

of the control module, then this wire "y's" out to two 14 GA. It appears as though the abs pump
or relay are sticking on these vehicles. Then one of these 14 GA. Wires overheats and catches
the wiring harness on fire. The 40 amp fuse does not blow. The fire continues until the entire
van is fully engulfed in flames. This van is located at the verizon repair garage, fritch dr.
Bethlehem, PA I own a Dodge Ram quad cab 4x4. In September of , the check engine light came
on and it was determined to be the condenser fan inoperable due to open fuse. The service mgr
told me that this was a common defect because of the design of the shroud that allows water to
collect in the trough. It also freezes in the winter preventing the fan from turning. This is not
covered by warranty. I believe it should be because it is design defect. This is quite costly to
have this fixed. According to the service representative, there have been several cases of this.
Abs control module is protected with a 40 amp fuse. It appears as though the abs pump or the
relay sticks on these vehicles. Then one of the 14 GA. Wires over heats and catches the wiring
harness on fire. The fire then continues until the van is engulfed in flames. This van is located at
the verizon repair garage ammendale rd. The abs control module is protected with a 40 amp
fuse. It appears as though the abs pump or relay sticks on these vehicles. The fire then
continues until the entire van is fully engulfed in flames. This van is at burlington Dodge. Wire
comes out of the control module and then "y's" out to two 14 GA. The fire then continues until
the van is fully engulfed in flames. This van is located at the verizon fleet garage, rees st, new
port richey, florida Consumer states conversion van fuse box behind driver seat started
buzzing. If it over heats, and shorts out it will cause a fire. Wire comes out of the control
module, then this 10 GA. Wire "y's" out to two 14 GA. It appears as though the abs pump or the
relay sticks on these vans. This van was bought back from us by Chrysler corp. In The official
fire investigation reports conducted by Chrysler were never disclosed to us at verizon. Fuse has
blown over 6 times now. Contacted Dodge customer service to find out about recalls, service
bullitins or their tecnical help on this problem. We went to sunflower Dodge in olathe,KS. There
service advisor bobby kielman informed us they could not duplicate the problem and advised
us not to have them research the problem further because of the high shop charges it would
incur and they would probably not find the cause anyway. I feel this is a safety issue that Dodge
is dropping the ball on taking care of. It is my concern that the fuse will blow while my wife is
driving causing her to become stranded. Sunflower Dodge did inform us of recalls for similar
problems on Dodge ram trucks like ours for years and earlier. Fog lights cause both fog and
head lights to burn out when used. Dealer contacted. Feel free to provide any further
information concerning this matter. Car Problems. Electrical System problems. Wiring
problems. Horn Assembly problems. Dash Wiring problems. Instrument Panel problems.
Ignition Switch problems. Ignition problems. Underhood Wiring problems. Fuses And Circuit
Breaker problems. Dashboard Failed problems. As anyone who has owned a truck knows, all
trucks have their issues. The Dodge Ram , while an overall dependable truck, has its own set of
problems that may crop up, getting in the way of work, play, and dipping into your bank account
as well. This article focuses on the full size pickup formerly known as the Dodge Ram pickup
and now known as the RAM pickup. When it starts to go, it wreaks havoc on any and every
function that requires electrical input. When the TIPM starts to go out:. Most of these issues
make it hard, or just plain embarrassing, to drive the truck, but the unreliability of airbag
deployment is a life-threatening danger. Sometimes you can correct the issues by re-flashing
and re-configuring the modules, or replacing the relays. Complete replacement is the only
option in many cases. If your or other RAM in this model year range stalls when stopping, stalls
at idle, or seizes up unexpectedly, you may have one of the most commonly reported problems
for these trucks â€” cam and lifter failure. This issue can potentially affect all late models. All
cams wear out eventually, but a huge number of RAM owners report severe problems with well
under 75, miles on the vehicle. The most common report is of the 3 or 2 cylinder misfiring, in
combination with lifters seizing up. In these cases, the cam often shows premature wear and
one or more lobes may be heavily grooved and damaged. Unfortunately, this problem is often
prohibitively expensive to fix once the truck is out of warranty. The availability of replacement
parts is an issue too, as the problem is so widespread that the required components are often
on backorder, even as recently as One of the most irritating RAM problems also plagues other
model years. Body structure should be the least of your worries if your car is less than 10 or so
years old, yet s are known for less-than-stellar construction. Some of the issues on newer RAM
trucks include:. In addition to being ugly, body structure problems can quickly compromise
vehicle safety. Multiple coolant leaks are one of the more common RAM problems, as well as
affecting model years The sources of coolant leaks can be gaskets, the heater hose, hoses to
the water pump or problems with the water pump itself. This can be one of the more irritating
problems to fix because the source of the leak is not always apparent. That and the fact that
these leaks tend to recur also means repair costs are tough to estimate. Problems in the

transmission range from causing slight annoyance to making the truck dangerous to drive.
There are a variety of ways transmission issues show up in these trucks, including:. In many
cases, both owners and dealerships have a hard time diagnosing and fixing these critical
issues. Even when the problem is pinpointed correctly, owners have reported frustration with
necessary parts being on backorder for months at a time. Transmission issues are one of the
leading reasons owners trade their trucks in or pursue lemon law claims. While many of the
same problems persist across generations, some issues affect Dodge Rams more than others.
The common problems range from quick fixes to significant part replacements that may not be
worth the time and money if your Ram is toward the older end of the generation. A bad or failing
manifold leads to decreased engine performance, and broken manifold bolts are common in
Dodge Ram s of all ages. The most common symptom of broken or degraded bolts is a ticking
sound on cold starts, frequently heard from the passenger side of the truck. The source of the
sound is a cold manifold with damaged bolts, which allows gases to seep around the bolts
rather than through the exhaust system as designed. Luckily, this issue is relatively easy to fix
or have repaired. However, some owners report having to get their manifold bolts replaced
multiple times. There appears to be a real quality control issue for Dodge in these bolts, and
owners have been stuck with the bill. The cost of repair depends on how many new bolts are
required and whether old bolts are difficult to remove. Sometimes the bolt head will degrade so
much that it breaks off, leaving the rest of the bolt stuck and in need of expertise to remove.
There are a significant number of owners dealing with Dodge Ram transmission problems, and
Dodge Ram transmission shifting problems are incredibly common as well. Transmission
issues â€” particularly Dodge Ram transmission problems â€” are equally common. Some
Dodge Ram s stall when braking and at idle, as well. The transmission may also slip or refuse to
shift at all, which is one of the main Dodge Ram transmission shifting problems. The dash will
start with a few cracks that widen over time, often with chunks of plastic breaking off
completely. Dodge has never formally acknowledged this happening, and owners rarely ever get
any assistance from the manufacturer. Although this problem is present in models to , the
highest rate of reports is in the model years. The worst issues occur when the rain hits â€” your
whole interior can get wet, and if it stays that way for a while, mold will form, eventually ruining
the interior of your truck. Luckily, window seals are an easy DIY fix with any number of adhesive
kits. Lighting issues are common in Dodge Ram trucks and are one of the most frequently-cited
Dodge Ram electrical problems specifically. Owners find that their headlights, taillights or turn
signals suddenly stop working, causing irritation at best and a safety hazard at worst. In some
cases, the issue is caused by pinched wiring in the trailer hitch. These cases are easy to identify
since the lights shut off immediately after attaching the trailer. Other times, the issue is yet
another symptom of problems with the TIPM. As with the most Dodge trucks, Dodge Rams are
known for rotting away well before their time. The more common body issues on Dodge Ram
trucks include:. These rust problems start out as a bubble or two in the paint, and then quickly
turn into widespread cancer. And, as soon as you see that first paint bubble, fix it. The Dodge
Ram trucks are notorious for wearing through front wheel bearings. Wheel bearing replacement
in the Dodge Ram seems to be the most prevalent starting around 75, miles. If you notice this
type of noise, have it checked immediately. This could be extremely dangerous, especially at
highway speeds. For example, many owners report the Dodge Ram stalls while driving. Here are
three of the issues that are common to find in Rams. Rams from this generation, especially the ,
have a particularly nasty problem with sludge buildup in the engine. This notorious issue can
blow the engine or lead to other problems like drops in oil pressure or overheating due to the
radiator bursting from backpressure. Unfortunately, since this issue takes a while to build up,
the end result of engine failure usually appears after the warranty is up. Depending on the
condition of the rest of the truck this may not be a worthwhile investment. Engine components
get leaky in older trucks, and the Ram is no exception. Many owners in this model year bracket
experience excessive oil consumption, sometimes up to a quart every 50 miles. The truck may
burn oil rather than leaking. Gas mileage can be cut in half, and oil pressure may suddenly drop
before coming back up again. Luckily, this is a relatively easy fix. Replacing the plenum gasket
often does the trick at a cost of just a few dollars if you do it yourself. However, the engine
problems that many Dodge Rams tend to have can result in too much fuel entering the
converter. It can form a coating on the catalyst and prevent the converter from working or cause
it to overheat. The truck might lose power, you might hear some rattling, and the check engine
light may come on. The exhaust might have an unusual smell, too. Dodge is the product of two
brothers and more than a century of innovation. Horace E. Dodge and John F. Dodge started out
making bicycles, and at the turn of the 20th century, they opened their first machine shop. They
started out making stove parts and branched out to auto components, selling them to the Ford
Motor Company among others. Both brothers died in , but by then, Dodge was already one of

the biggest players in the industry. Chrysler purchased Dodge in Over a couple of decades,
trucks began getting their own designs for chassis and body, as differentiation was needed in
the growing market. Light and medium-duty trucks were the first Dodges offered, with
heavy-duty models appearing throughout the s and s. The Warren Truck Assembly plant opened
in Michigan in , and Dodge still makes trucks there today. The B series was designed to replace
the prewar Dodge truck in a manner that appealed to civilians. It came in several variations. The
C series was a complete redesign of the Dodge truck, with high-visibility wraparound
windshields. Dodge has always been ahead of the game in terms of putting amenities in its
trucks. In the later 70s, Dodge went after the people who wanted their trucks to be fun as well as
functional. Dodge had some financial issues throughout the 80s, but two things helped revive
the brand. The first was the addition of the reliable Cummins B Series turbo-diesel in In , Dodge
spun their trucks off into the Ram brand. Today, Ram trucks are known for having some of the
best amenities and infotainment systems in the industry â€” making them the prime choice for
people who want a luxury feel to their trucks. When you need auto body repair panels and parts
for your Dodge Ram, come to Raybuck. We have a wide selection of repair panels for your or
Ram Whether you need cab corners , rocker panels , truck bed panels or another part, we have
you covered with parts to replace your damaged or rusted panels. Our parts are made using the
latest in cutting-edge technology, and continuously update our product line to ensure you get
only the best parts in the industry. The panels you get from Raybuck offer perfect fitment and
durability thanks to the use of heavy-gauge stamped steel and 3D scans of an original part
during the manufacturing process. I have a and it seems I have the hard shift to stop when
coming to a stop both in no incline and on hill. On hills seem worse and more consistent to get.
I have had both diff fluids replaced as well as transfer case fluid replaced. They told me you
cannot replace the transmission fluid as it is sealed off for life. Engine light came on in my
dodge when passenger opened door while in drive and the truck died. I got a Dodge Ram it
burns oil.. The 4 actuators have been replaced and nothing is clogging the vent areas behind
and under the dashboard. Have a sluggish shifting in the transmission of my ram 5. Only has
22, miles. Any ideas? Hi Eddie. That could be a number of things. I would start by checking the
cabin air filter. It may need to be replaced. Or, if someone removed it, you may just need to
install one. I would check coils on cylinders having miss if not mistaken there is issues with
them going bad and losing spark when warm. My 4. Hi Charlene. I do not know where you can
get a full replacement dash. If tour looking for a 1st 2nd 3rd gen cluster out of luck. Dodge
discontinued them. Replacement clusters cannot be programmed to the truck! Send off for
repair or fix yourself. Your email address will not be published. Due to shipper and supplier
delays, your order may take longer to arrive. Thanks for your patience. Search Articles:. The
horn may go off at random. Power windows will stop working or start opening themselves. The
fuel pump may not shut off when the vehicle does. Doors may lock and unlock themselves.
Coolant fans may stop operating. The ABS may have problems. The radio may randomly shut
off while driving. Cam and Lifter Failure If your or other RAM in this model year range stalls
when stopping, stalls at idle, or seizes up unexpectedly, you may have one of the most
commonly reported problems for these trucks â€” cam and lifter failure. Some of the issues on
newer RAM trucks include: Tailgates falling open at random due to faulty lock mechanisms.
Bumper holes drilled too large. Defective painting with bubbles underneath. Rusting, especially
on bolts and bumpers. Rotting of the outer wheelhouse and upper wheel arch area of the bed.
Coolant Leaks Multiple coolant leaks are one of the more common RAM problems, as well as
affecting model years There are a variety of ways transmission issues show up in these trucks,
including: Slow starts. Engine running rough. Bumping hard into 1st gear. Jerk when shifting
from 1st to 2nd. Slipping into gear when in traffic. Hard downshift to stop when slowing down.
Exhaust Manifold Bolts A bad or failing manifold leads to decreased engine performance, and
broken manifold bolts are common in Dodge Ram s of all ages. Engine and Transmission Issues
There are a significant number of owners dealing with Dodge Ram transmission problems, and
Dodge Ram transmission shifting problems are incredibly common as well. Lighting Issues
Lighting issues are common in Dodge Ram trucks and are one of the most frequently-cited
Dodge Ram electrical problems specifically. The more common body issues on Dodge Ram
trucks include: Rotting of the outer wheelhouse and upper wheel arch area of the bed. Rotting
of both driver and passenger side cab corners. Rotting of both driver and passenger side rocker
panels, typically starting across the lower door weatherstrip seal. Rotting of the oil pain. Wheel
Bearings The Dodge Ram trucks are notorious for wearing through front wheel bearings. Motor
Sludge Rams from this generation, especially the , have a particularly nasty problem with
sludge buildup in the engine. Manifold Gasket Leaks Engine components get leaky in older
trucks, and the Ram is no exception. B Series to Dodge Trucks The B series was designed to
replace the prewar Dodge truck in a manner that appealed to civilians. B1-T: Variation with a

semi-truck cab. B1-V: Van variation. C Series to Dodge Trucks The C series was a complete
redesign of the Dodge truck, with high-visibility wraparound windshields. Any thoughts? Any
idea why my ram has white particales blowing from under hood and into cab? Leave a Reply
Cancel reply Your email address will not be published. Fuse box diagram fuse layout , location
and assignment of fuses and relays Dodge Ram , , , , , To check a fuse, look at the silver-colored
band inside the fuse. If the band is broken or melted, replace the fuse. Be sure to replace a bad
fuse with a new one of the identical size and rating. Fuses of the same amperage can be
temporarily borrowed from another fuse location if a fuse goes out. Replace the fuse as soon as
possible. Your vehicle is equipped with a fuse and relay center located in the engine
compartment near the battery. Located on the underside of the cover is a label that identifies
each component. Necessary cookies are absolutely essential for the website to function
properly. This category only includes cookies that ensures basic functionalities and security
features of the website. These cookies do not store any personal information. Any cookies that
may not be particularly necessary for the website to function and is used specifically to collect
user personal data via analytics, ads, other embedded contents are termed as non-necessary
cookies. It is mandatory to procure user consent prior to running these cookies on your
website. Note Disconnect the battery negative - cables from the right and left batteries before
removing the fuse box cover. When replacing a blown fuse, it is important to use only a fuse
having the correct amperage rating. The use of a fuse with a rating other than indicated may
result in a dangerous electrical system overload. If a properly rated fuse continues to blow, it
indicates a problem in the circuit that must be corrected. Main Page. This website uses cookies
to improve your experience. We'll assume you're ok with this, but you can opt-out if you wish.
Close Privacy Overview This website uses cookies to improve your experience while you
navigate through the website. Out of these cookies, the cookies that are categorized as
necessary are stored on your browser as they are essential for the working of basic
functionalities of the website. We also use third-party cookies that help us analyze and
understand how you use this website. These cookies will be stored in your browser only with
your consent. You also have the option to opt-out of these cookies. But opting out of some of
these cookies may have an effect on your browsing experience. Necessary Always Enabled.
Non-necessary Non-necessary. A fuse box is the box that houses the fuses and relays of an
electrical system. In automotive applications, there is usually a primary fuse box that contains
the high voltage engine and fuses and relays, along with a secondary fuse box that contains the
fuses and relays to the accessories. Most vehicles also have a fuse box inside of the vehicle,
usually located beneath the dash that houses the fuses for the interior electronics and
accessories. While most fuse panels are built to last, they can sometimes encounter issues and
cause problems with the operation of the vehicle. Usually a problematic fuse box will produce a
few symptoms that can alert the driver of a potential issue. One of the first symptoms of a
problem with the fuse box is fuses blowing frequently. If the fuse box has any sort of wiring
issues, such as a short, it may cause the fuses to blow frequently. The vehicle may blow the
same fuse repeatedly for no apparent reason. The fuse box may have to be disassembled, or
removed in order to determine if this is the issue. Another symptom of a bad or failing fuse box
is loose fuses. A damaged terminal with a loose fuse may cause electrical problems such as
sudden, intermittent power loss to certain accessories or lights. Another, more serious
symptom of an issue with the fuse box is burned fuses or terminals. If the terminals or fuses
become overheated for any reason they may overheat and burn up. The terminals, or the plastic
that makes up the housing may become burned or melted, which will require the panel to be
replaced, and in some cases even rewired. While many fuse boxes will last the life of the vehicle
sometimes they can develop issues and require service. If your vehicle is displaying any of the
symptoms above, or you suspect that your fuse box may need to be replaced, have the vehicle
inspected by a professional technician, such as one from YourMechanic, to determine if the
fuse box should be replaced. The most popular service booked by readers of this article is
Vehicle Engine Electrical Inspection. Our certified mobile mechanics perform over services,
including diagnostics, brakes, oil changes, scheduled mileage maintenances, and will come to
you with all necessary parts and tools. Our certified mobile mechanics make house calls in over
2, U. Fast, free online quotes for your car repair. Vehicle Engine Electrical Inspection Cost.
Service Location. Fuses blow frequently One of the first symptoms of a problem with the fuse
box is fuses blowing frequently. Loose fuses Another symptom of a bad or failing fuse box is
loose fuses. Burned fuses or terminals Another, more serious symptom of an issue with the
fuse box is burned fuses or terminals. Home Articles. The statements expressed above are only
for informational purposes and should be independently verified. Please see our terms of
service for more details. Excellent Auto Repair Ratings. YourMechanic Auto Repair. Related
Articles. How Long Does a Fuse Last? Recent Vehicle Engine Electrical Inspection reviews.

Excellent Rating. Rating Summary. Miguel 21 years of experience. Request Miguel. I am so
happy and grateful for meeting and having Miguel as my mechanic. I'm 64 yrs old and I have
experienced many disappointments with car mechanics. Miguel is a blessing. I know when I
meet a man with integrity, and has great intelligence. Thank you so much Miguel!!! Kenneth 20
years of experience. Request Kenneth. Kenneth performed excellent, conscientious service.
Victor 35 years of experience. Request Victor. Diana 18 years of experience. Request Diana.
Diana provided great professional insight on resolving speciifc issues with my vehicle. Will
definitely recommend to friends and and family. Need Help With Your Car? Related articles. The
power center is a vast improvement over the random locations of fuses and relays in vehicles
that Read more. Check the brake lights and brake fuses regularly to keep the brake system
working well. In In most modern vehicles ther
jeep wrangler questions
silverado repair manual pdf
2008 bmw x5
e are usually two fuse boxes. There are so many things in a car that Related questions The light
bulbs on the tail lights work and I changed the fuse but the lights won't dim at night Hello, thank
you for writing in. You have covered the basics. You know the brake lights work, but they are
not getting the power they should have under all circumstances. The most direct way, at this
point, to find the There is a Recall 96V in place to repair this failure. Contact your dealer for
repair arrangements. The headlight issue is likely the headlight relay, located up under your
dash - access Unfortunately, the mistake of hooking up the battery cables in reverse may have
causes several sensors, relays, and electrical components to be damaged during the attempted
jump start. There are most likely multiple electrical issues that need to be diagnosed Browse
other content. Schedule your Vehicle Engine Electrical Inspection today! Vehicle Engine
Electrical Inspection Price. How can we help? Read FAQ.

